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ABSTRACT 

Green energy refers to renewable energy sources that are environmentally friendly and have a 

minimal impact on the planet. What is important is that we must change the life of humans 

being, due to the concept of the medical and dental, including three dimensions are ecology, 

economy, and social awareness. This paper gives the analysis of using the renewable energy, 

through the development of the health system, medicinal facility, and other factors. Through 

research, attention was paid to analyzing the growth in the share of renewable energy in 

electricity production, as well as incentives to use renewable energy sources, around people 

who live without electricity. 

Example: - Include solar power, geothermal energy, wind energy and hydroelectric power. 
Keywords: - Renewable energy, medical and solar energy 

1.  Introduction 
In present lifestyle means much more energy, with the goal to achieve higher effectiveness 

and comfort. Now a days, most energy needs are settled using extremely harmful fossil fuels, 

which, in the future, should be replaced with cleaner energy resources, like renewables or 

nuclear energy. 

Renewable resources of MEDICAL AND DENTAL is philosophy which must be respected 

by every human in a global world, if he/she wants to settle now a days needs without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet theirs [1]. 

Also, Renewable resources of MEDICAL AND DENTAL, means maintaining a balance 

between use, saving, and restoring all resources, and understanding that the generations who 

are coming will largely depend on our present actions [2]. 

The paper’s topic is very current because the development of renewable energy sources is a 

major challenge for the future of the whole world. 

2. Renewable Energy Sources 

Renewable sources of energy are on the Earth, which are available in unlimited quantities. 

Although, the process of changeover and modification is permanently spending their 

quantities. They can be stored always, these stored is known as alternative energy sources [3]. 

Renewable energy sources can be divided into several groups, based on similarities, which 

ilustrates figure 1 [3]. 

 Solar energy, 

 wind energy, 

 hydropower, 

 earth energy, 

 energy from biomass and 

 other renewable energy. 

Fig. 1: Renewable energy sources 
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SOLAR ENERGY can be used actively and passively. The use of solar energy is converted 

into heat or electricity through solar radiation. Passive use of energy refers to energy in the 

use of solar energy for heating homes and other buildings [3]. 

There is most renewable energy like: - 

WIND ENERGY is also found from the solar radiation. It takes place like a atmosphere and 

it atmospheric pressures. It also occur like a complex process of weather, soil heating and 

evaporation of weather [3]. 

HYDROPOWER PLATS are plants in which the potential energy of water is converter into 

kinetic energy of its flow, then into mechanical energy of the rotation of the turbine shaft and 

finally into electrical energy, in the generator [4]. 

GEOTHERMAL ENEGRY, is the heat that comes from the Earth core. It includes only that 

parts of the energy from the ground in the form of heat. Geothermal media (water or steam) 

which passes from the surface of the earth. This all process generated the electricity in the 

form of heat in thermal [5]. 

BIOMASS is defined as the organic material such as plants and wood, that can be used as a 

source of energy. It is burned they produced heat or convert into biofuels [6]. It is 

bidegradable part of product, waste product from flora and fauna [7]. There are many energy 

which are uses as renewable resources. These are mainly refers to the energy of seas and 

occeans [8]. 

3. Hospitals and Clinics Use Renewable Energies 

The studies have shown the consumption of hospitals in energy for the building sector is ~ 6% 

[9]. The facilities provided by the hospitals and clinics require energy for heating, cooling, 

and hot water [10,11]. There are various solutions to regular maintenance of filters utilized in 

heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. Isolating materials are used, 

aquifer systems applying and improved in air conditioning (AC) systems are represented to 

reduced energy consumption in hospitals [9,12,13]. Renewable energy sources are used in 

energy supply systems of health care centers. 

FIGURE: -2 It shows the energy balance in hospitals. 

Fig: - 2 [14]. 

4. Medical Instrument in Renewable Energies 

There are various medical instruments are known which require electrical or thermal energy 

[14]. Autoclave is one of the best equipment for the process of sterilization. It works on the 

principle of steam under pressure. It operates on high temperature and pressure to kill 

microorganisms and spores [15]. Medical autoclaves are used to sterilize surgical equipment, 

laboratory instruments and dental treatment. Thermal energy is used to create high pressure 

and temperature inside the Autoclave. Solar energy is the best source of energy to produce 

thermal energy. Solar-powered medical autoclaves are best for sterilization of medical and 

dental instruments [16]. 

A 40-L autoclave which has same working principle as pressure cooker was placed in the 

middle of metal ring and the heat is given by solar concentrator. One advantage of using 

solar energy is that it produces 313.50 GBP annual saving than using
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any other LNG or electricity [17]. Therefore, using solar energy for autoclave is considered 

because it is more cost effective and has lower greenhouse emissions. The steam which is 

produced enters the sterilization unit and returns to the solar collector after condensation. 

Nanofluid is used in this equipment which rapidly increases the temperature of water and 

steam [19-21]. Using this method, one can keep the temperature and pressure in the ranges of 

115–140°C and 12–14 psig, respectively. These are the optimum values for this system to 

operate functionally [23]. Thermal energy is provided by using solar irradiation and absorbing 

it by collectors for drying process. The main benefits of using this dryer are to produce lower 

greenhouse emissions. Electricity generation by solar cells which are subdermal can be used 

for bioelectronics mediums [25]. 

A new type of toothbrush has been introduced which contains titanium oxide (TiO2) N-type 

semiconductor. The basic principle working of these toothbrushes is decreasing H+ ions from 

the organic acids in plaque which results in its decomposition [26]. The benefits of using this 

type of toothbrush can have shown the therapeutic response on the prevention of dental caries. 

 
Fig: - 3 

FIGURE: - 3 Photograph and schematic of a solar autoclave (I) unit of steam generator, (II) 

the connection section and (III) the utilized unit for sterilization. The parts of the autoclave 

are (a) sterilization vessel, (b) sensor of pressure, (c) temperature sensors, (d) relief valve, (e 

and f) control valves, (g) solar collector which has nanofluid heater solution, (h) check valve 

and (i) solar concentrator (a plastic Fresnel lens with 0.67-m2 area of the surface) [18]. 

5. The Green Energy for Future 

The role of energy is to encourage the growth and the economic development of the health 

sciences. The energies will develop in the sectors of the domestic companies, increasing 

investment and competitive of the economy of the health sciences sector by the technological 

develop. The producers of the electricity from the renewable energy sources are entitled to 

incentives. The instigation of electricity, it produced from renewable energy. Based on the 

agreement of the electricity will purchase for production for the electricity. The companies 

will purchase them and take electricity easily. There are 52 companies achieves the 

electricity [27]. 

There are some figures: - FIGURE: - 4 Shows the percentage of different anergy plants [28]. 

FIGURE: -5 It gives the information about the total amount of the above show’s plants 

[29].Fig; - 4 Fig: - 5 
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Conclusion 

Today’s humans face many problems in the energy sector. The energy is increasing day by 

day, it is growing more and more. It is due to the climate change day by day. An 

environmentally friendly solution, there are renewable energy sources. New technologies at 

the stage of development. Also utilizing renewable energy system, air conditioner (AC) 

technologies with higher efficiency and lower carbon dioxide (CO2) is achieved for medical 

facilities in hospitals and health care centers. 

In other, there are several medical mediums that can be used as renewable energies. The solar 

powered toothbrush and the solar power autoclave are the most useable instruments. For 

future studies focused on the other application of renewable energy system in medical and 

dental for use as a turbine. The use of novel solar concentration provides the required thermal 

energy of solar autoclave, solar toothbrush. 

As a result, many countries are with the various measures of incentives, that affect the 

development and use of the renewable energy source, including the medicines and dentals. It 

results in more well founded and well organized. 
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